LEGAL DISCLAIMER

DISCLAIMER

Communications with A Legal Line for North Dakota Victims (“ALL ND Victims”) attorney or use of this website or its resources and services does not create an Attorney-Client Relationship. As such, no communication or information shared with an ALL ND Victims Attorney is protected by confidentiality or privilege and may be disclosed unless does so would violate the Privacy Policy stated below.

PRIVACY POLICY

At ALL ND Victims, your privacy is very important to us, and we use all reasonable efforts to protect the confidentiality of your personal information. The purpose of this privacy policy (“Policy”) is to provide you with a description of the types of information we collect about you when you visit the website located at cawsnorthdakota.org and associated subdomains (“Site”), how we use that information, and the options available to you about how we use your information. By visiting or using the Site and/or using our online resources, tools, and applications (“Services”), you agree and consent to the provisions of this Policy. If you do not agree to this Policy you may choose not to use or access the Site or Services. Unless otherwise stated, our current policy applies to all information that we collect about you through our Site and Services.

Collection of Information and How We Use It

We collect and store information that you voluntarily provide to us as well as data related to your use of the Site and Services as follows:

Personal Information

You may be asked to provide some personal information, such as your name, address, email address, or telephone number, etc. when you speak to an attorney on the telephone or send us an email through our Helpline. Your personal information allows us to respond to inquiries and to provide you with information and/or a referral. We will not share your personal information without a written, informed, and time-limited consent to release said information

We will not share your personal information without a written, informed, and time-limited consent to release of information except:

- when the law requires it, such as in the case of mandated reporting;
- to prevent death or substantial bodily harm; or
- to protect the rights and property of ALL ND Victims, CAWS North Dakota, or other third parties from substantial harm.

You also have the right to access and correct your personal information and privacy preferences by contacting us at the address below. Please include your name, address, and/or e-mail address.

Phone & Email Information

No telephone conversation with ALL ND Victims Attorney will ever be recorded. Any email or notes related to a conversation with an attorney or civil legal specialist shall remain confidential under the privilege provided between attorneys and their clients.
Log Data

When you visit our Site, we automatically collect certain information and analytical data related to your use of the Site and Services. Log Data may include your Internet Protocol (“IP”) address, the date and time of your visit, the pages on which you click, and information about your web browser (collectively, “Log Data”). We use this information to monitor and analyze use of the Site and Service, to increase our Site’s functionality and user-friendliness to better tailor it to our visitors’ needs, and for the Site’s technical administration. Log Data information will not be compared, associated, or combined with Personal Information you share with us; however, log data, such as IP Address, by itself, may be personally identifiable information.

Cookies

This site also uses “cookies.” Cookies are simple text files stored on your computer web browser to identify your computer when it accesses our Site. We only use cookies to obtain non-personal information from online visitors in order to improve visitors' online experience and facilitate their visit within our website. If you do not want information collected through the use of cookies, there is a simple procedure in most browsers that allows you to reject cookies, but some areas of the Site may not have full functionality. In addition, some of our business partners (e.g., analytical tracking software providers) may use cookies and tracking technologies on the Site. We have no access to or control over these cookies or tracking technologies.

Links to Other Websites

ALL ND Victims has links on our site to other websites. The fact that we link to a website is not an endorsement, authorization, or representation of an affiliation with that third party, nor is it an endorsement of that third party’s privacy policy or security practices. Further, we do not exercise control over third-party websites. These other websites have their own Privacy Policy and may place their own cookies on your computer, collect data, or solicit personal information from you. We encourage you to read the privacy statements of all such websites as their statement may be materially different from CAWS North Dakota’s Privacy Statement.

Contact Information

To contact us with your questions or comments regarding this Policy or the information collection and dissemination practices of the Site and Services or to update your Personal Information, please contact us at:

CAWS North Dakota: ALL ND Victims
521 E. Main Ave Suite 300
Bismarck, ND 58501
Attn: Legal Services Manager

BROWSER SAFETY

Your safety is very important to us. We provide a “Quick Escape” button on the top of every page in the event that you are interrupted by an abuser/perpetrator while visiting this Site.

Clicking the Quick Escape button will immediately redirect your browser to another unrelated website. However, clicking the button will not automatically remove all traces of your visit to the Site. Please
follow the instructions at this link to erase your browser history as soon as it is safe to do so. In addition, please visit this site for more information about technology safety.